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Must Hear Interview: Your Digital Prison Is Pretty Much Built, & Will Be The Final Lockdown
Share

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Maria Zeee with ZeeeMedia interviews computer scientist Aman Jabbi about

the coming international vaccine passport, digital identity, the social credit system being built in the

West, and central bank digital currency (CBDC).

All these factors are now coming together to control the global population. As noted by Zeee, this

digital prison, which is already mostly built, will be the Enal lockdown of mankind.

Your Digital Identity Will Be Your Digital Prison

In the video, Jabbi goes through a presentation that explains the digital prison that is your digital

identity — in other words, how your digital identity ties in with the coming social credit system and

will control what you can and cannot do in your everyday life.

As noted by Jabbi, surveillance cameras with facial recognition software have already been erected

around the world. They are an essential part of the control structure, and this surveillance will be

linked together with digital identity, the social credit score system, carbon footprint tracking, CBDCs

and more.

Facial recognition has been sold as a great convenience and security feature. With facial

recognition, you don’t need to remember pins or passwords, and since no one has your exact face,

it’s supposed to keep your personal accounts more secure.

But, as with most other technologies sold under the guise of convenience and security, facial

recognition is ultimately a tool for mass control and an essential part of your individual digital

prison. As explained by Jabbi, the Chinese control system is based on facial recognition in

combination with a social credit system.

He describes the Chinese social credit system as a feedback system that responds based on your

behavior. Unbeknownst to most Westerners, an identical system has already been set in motion

behind the scenes in Western countries — they just haven’t told you yet.

Weaponized Surveillance

By the end of 2022, there will be 1 billion data collecting surveillance cameras in the world, all

connected to the internet and artiEcial intelligence (AI). The United States actually has the most

surveillance cameras per capita. China is second place and the U.K. in third.

In addition to all of that data collection, cameras and audio recording devices in cell phones,

automobiles and smart appliances also collect and share data, even when you’re at home.

All these data are then used to give each person an individual score based on their behavior,

expression and interaction with the world. Ultimately, that score — your social credit score — will

dictate what you can and cannot do, what you can buy and where you can go.

As noted by Jabbi, there are also additional control mechanisms already built into the hardware

being erected. For example, many smart light poles have built-in charging stations for drones,

which in the future will be used for law and behavioral enforcement purposes. We will largely be

policed by AI and machines.

These smart light poles can also be weaponized. Built-in are LED incapacitators. Sometimes

referred to as “puke rays” for their ability to induce severe nausea, LED incapacitators are weapons

designed like a Yashlight that emit an extremely bright, rapid and well-focused series of "differently-

colored random pulses." According to Jabbi, these lights can also induce brain damage, spinal

damage, sickness and likely even death.

LED combined with radar on some smart poles can also be used to identify people carrying guns,

and could theoretically be used as a weapon to selectively take out people carrying weapons.

A New Chapter in the ‘Social Contract’

Digital identity has been described by the World Economic Forum (WEF) as a new chapter in the

social contract. The problem, as noted by Jabbi, is that the WEF’s new social contract is one that

none of us has agreed to. It’s being revised by the WEF and its allies and thrust upon the rest of us,

without our consent.

The vast majority of people don’t even know what this new social contract actually entails, or how it

will affect their personal day-to-day lives and individual decision-making ability. That, for obvious

reasons, has never been fully delineated because, if fully understood by everyone, virtually no one

on earth would accept it. After all, few people with normal intelligence relishes having their lives

dictated by someone else.

Source: World Economic Forum

As shown in the graphic above, your digital identity will be required to unlock all aspects of life,

from logging onto the Internet to accessing social services, travel, food, shopping and Enancial

services. If your social credit score is too low, one or more of these aspects can be turned off and

made unavailable to you. “So, by default, you’re always a prisoner,” Jabbi says.

Your digital identity is conErmed through facial recognition, and is tied to your social score, carbon

footprint score and CBDCs. As your social and carbon footprint scores go down, so does your

purchasing ability.

As noted by Zeee, the international vaccine passport proposed at the 2022 G20 meeting is, at least

right now, THE key to the entire effort to get everyone into the digital ID system. So, preventing the

adoption of vaccine passports is a central component of resistance to the digital prison system in

its entirety.

“ Once we accept digital identity, it’s Game Over
for humanity. ~ Aman Jabbi”

You must also reject the vaccine passport unless you’re willing to be a medical lab rat for the rest

of your life. Zeee cites documents stating 500 new vaccines will be ready by 2030 that are targeting

most common diseases. It is likely that having an up-to-date vaccination status will be one of the

requirements to maintain a valid passport, which will also serve as your digital identity.

In other words, vaccine refusal can be used to nullify or “lock” your digital ID, leaving you unable to

do, go or buy anything. The question is, what will those vaccines be? Basically, you’ll have no choice

but to comply, even if you believe or know that a vaccine can injure or kill you, as is the case with

the COVID jabs.

Zero Trust System

As explained by Jabbi, the new social contract created by the WEF and its allies is a zero-trust

system. In a physical prison, prisoners are under a zero-trust policy. In other words, the guards don’t

trust the prisoners and there are security measures in place to make sure they behave. The new

open-air prison system envisioned by the WEF is based on the same premise.

Everywhere you go, you must prove who you are and that your compliance metrics are in alignment

with the prevailing rules. So, to buy food, you have to not only identify yourself so that your

purchase can be permanently logged as one of your purchases, but you also have to meet certain

compliance standards, or else your CBDC won’t work.

The default in this system is denial, so everything you want to do — absolutely everything — must

be unlocked by your digital ID. As noted by Jabbi, “Once we accept digital identity, it’s Game Over

for humanity.”

Geofencing and Smart Cities Form the Walls of Your Prison

To enforce your conditional access to life, geofencing will be used. Smart light poles equipped with

LED incapacitators can be used to prevent you from going beyond your designated geofence, but

there are also other geofencing mechanisms. For example, your CBDC can be programmed to not

work outside your district, and your smart car can be programmed to shut down past a certain

perimeter. Jabbi also reviews the inexorable push toward smart cities, which will:

Limit your mobility and eliminate car ownership

Control you through weaponized surveillance

Ration water, electricity and gas consumption

Surveil your speech

Track your actions and whereabouts 24/7

Starve the Beast

Jabbi cites a formula created by the WEF’s philosophical guru Yuval Noah Harrari, to describe

technocrats’ ever-growing ability to hack humans: B x C x D = AHH

B stands for biological knowledge, C is computing power, D is data and AHH is the level of ability to

hack a human being. As noted by Jabbi, the ability to hack humans is dependent on AI being fed a

constant stream of data.

It’s a “beast system” in the sense that AI is the beast, and it needs to be fed. Its food is data,

gathered through a vast array of data conduits such as cameras, recording devices, facial

recognition, GPS and sensors of all kinds that make up the Internet of Bodies. You can learn more

about this in “Manufactured Dystopia — Globalists Won’t Stop Hacking Humans.”

AI is an absolutely crucial component for success of the digital prison. Without it, it cannot work.

The answer then, is to starve the beast, and we do this by withholding our data. “No amount of

legislation can stop this,” he says, “it has to be done by the people.” In short, we must refuse to use

the technologies that gather our data.

We won’t be able to avoid them all. Smart light poles and trakc cameras, for example, cannot be

avoided unless you avoid certain areas, which could include your own street. But there are many we

can avoid, such as smart watches, Etness trackers, smart thermostats, smart TVs, AI assistants

and Ring surveillance cameras just to name a few.

We can also Eght, on a local level, to prevent the expansion of facial recognition cameras and 5G,

and we can refuse the coming vaccine passport, and the push toward virtual reality. As noted by

Jabbi, one way in which people are surreptitiously led into the digital prison is by relying on apps

that offer convenience, such as apps that allow you to order food or transportation.

Eventually, they’ll phase out apps on your phone and transfer them to virtual reality googles, so that

you have to be in the virtual world in order to use them. It’s important to understand why this is

done. It’s to force you deeper into the digital prison system, which includes digital clones and living

much of your life in a virtual reality.

China Demonstrates Coming Prison State

At present, China is being rocked by massive protests against the Zero-COVID policy that is used to

imprison tens of millions of people in their homes for weeks on end. You’d think an American

company like Apple would stand for American values like freedom but, no, it does not. It’s working

with the Chinese government to quell dissent.

As reported by Bloomberg  November 9, 2022, Apple is limiting its iPhone Ele-sharing tool,

restricting AirDrops from non-contacts to 10 minutes. The wireless Ele-sharing feature was used to

share pictures and videos from the protests, thereby encouraging more people to join.

According to Bloomberg, while the change was only made to phones sold in China, Apple says it

plans to roll out the same limitation globally. Why? Are they predicting anti-government protests

elsewhere?

According to a Twitter user named Songpinganq,  the video above shows iPhone workers clashing

with police over the country’s Zero-COVID policy. In response, the Chinese government is alleged to

have remotely switched all of the protesters’ COVID passports to “red,” which prevents them from

entering public spaces.

If they try to enter a building, for example — including residential complexes — an alarm will go off

and they’ll be detained and escorted to a quarantine camp which, by the way, they have to pay for.

That’s how easy it is for the government to eliminate undesirables from society once this kind of

control system is in place.

(For the record, I cannot conErm that the featured video is indeed iPhone workers, or that they’re

speciEcally protesting the COVID measures. Regardless, the basic premise remains true, which is

that government would be able to control large masses of people remotely, through their digital

identity/vaccine passport.)

The video  below is said to be from a Chinese quarantine camp. A health worker walks through the

complex measuring the detainees’ body temperature. The second video  shows the inside of a

quarantine cubicle.

The World Is Starting to Catch On

The good news is people around the world are starting to realize what’s happening. As explained by

legal philosopher Eva Vlaardingerbroek (video above), the reason there are now mass protests

around Europe is because they’re realizing that the COVID vaccine passport system rolled out in

Europe is a control system that has no expiration date. They’re realizing it’s meant to be permanent,

and that it will be expanded.

In the video below, a young Chinese man describes how the digital ID, CBDCs and the social credit

system operates in China. By 2017, they already had the technology to automatically deduct Enes

from your account for infractions such as jaywalking, and the control network is only getting larger

and more sophisticated.

Is this what we want in the West? Is this what you want for your children and your grandchildren? If

not, you need to participate in the movement to prevent it, and that starts with making changes in

your own life to starve the beast of your personal data, and educating your family and friends about

this necessity.
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Sounds radical, but what happens if people abandon their I-phones, etc. en masse. It wasn't that long ago that you could function Ene in

society without one. I never got an I-phone (can't receive texts, don't download apps). Is it sometimes inconvenient in a grocery store?

Sure, but I never wanted to be at someone's beck and call via text. I have a Yip phone still and most of the time (95%) it is turned off.

Could the en masse protest be just say no to these types of phones?
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Yes DIANNA, above all, young people will be the most affected by 5G radiation, in addition to being subjected to the damage of

biological weapons against COVID-19, knowing that their risk is almost zero except for previous pathologies. So we have several

problems in the domain of the mind due to the subjugation of said devices by artiEcial intelligence. The domain of the mind will

now be total due to the algorithms created in the mobile phones by the G20 passports, and by the slavery of the people to the

mobile phone. A study led by Dr. Nancy Etcoff, an expert in Mind-Brain Behavior and the Science of Happiness at Harvard

University, revealed that many users would rather use their phones than interact with their loved ones.

The alarming results are found in the younger generations who have grown up in a digital world, as they are more prone to

engaging in problem behaviors. A symptom of dependence is always placing the phone in sight, during meetings with family or

friends, during meals or at leisure. Taking advantage of every pause to glance at the phone, unable to live without interruptions to

review the screen. It is important to re-educate our circle of friends and loved ones, to talk to them about the issue created by

passports.

Detoxifying from mobile phone dependency will Ell relationships and meetings and avoid total control by G20 passports. According

to Statista, the current number of smartphone users in the world today is 6.648 billion, meaning 83.07% of the world's population

owns a smartphone. This Egure is up considerably from 2016, when there were only 3.668 billion users, 49.40% of that year's

global population. ----- www.bankmycell.com/.../how-many-phones-are-in-the-world  ----
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Yes, Gui, you make an excellent point about the younger generation being "socialized" to smartphones even as toddlers. A

movement needs to happen where "it's cool" to not have a mobile phone. Strange as it sounds, it could catch on with the younger

generation to "be radical and unreachable and untraceable". That may be one way to de-socialize the younger generation once they

discover there is a whole world out there when you live in the present moment and not connected to a device. I do believe some

people, young and old, get frustrated with others in their company when they are trying to have a face to face conversation and the
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An Invisible Prison Has Been Built Just for You
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

An international vaccine passport, digital identity, a social credit system and a central bank digital currency (CBDC) form a digital control

system that will lock down the population in perpetuity

*

Facial recognition is an essential part of the control structure, as it’s the “password” to your digital identity*

By the end of 2022, there will be 1 billion data collecting surveillance cameras in the world, all connected to the internet and artiEcial

intelligence (AI). Cameras and audio recording devices in cell phones, automobiles and smart appliances also collect and share data

*

All these data are then used to give each person an individual score, based on their behavior, expression and interaction with the world.

Ultimately, your social credit score, will dictate what you can and cannot do, what you can buy and where you can go

*

ArtiEcial intelligence (AI) is an absolutely crucial component, without which the control system cannot work. The easiest way to push

against this system is to starve AI of data by refusing to use technologies that collect and share your personal data

*
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people, young and old, get frustrated with others in their company when they are trying to have a face to face conversation and the

other person is there in body, but their brain is connected to their device. They are there, but not "there". How many of us have seen

this at family gatherings, restaurants, and other social events?
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I suspect the reason they have developed this technology to go in a chip under your skin is because of how people will just 'lose'

their phones and cannot participate in 'THEIR' system. So just as they forced masks which happen to make you sick instead of

providing protection, and they forced toxic injections, they will also force the implanting of a chip under your skin. Sadly, many of

the brain washed will support this and report or 'cancel' you if you reject it. The expression 'together we stand, divided we fall' has

never been more true. We need to ALL come together to reject this tyranny. But those pushing the agenda against humanity are

masters as deception and at dividing us all by playing us against each other. Black vs white, Lgbt... vs straight,

Islam/Buddhism/Judaism/atheist vs Christianity, women vs men and now left vs right. They've got us all hating and Eghting each

other so that we are distracted from what they are doing.
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"What happens if people abandon their I-phones, etc. en masse. It wasn't that long ago that you could function Ene in society

without one." Something to keep in mind. Ross Perot became a billionaire processing Social Security on Index Cards. Going free

may not be as impossible as we are being conditioned to believe. The young would no doubt have a tougher time as they have

been conditioned to the extreme to act nearly in an automatic pilot condition to this artiEcial slave master. Starve the Beast it isn't

even a living breathing thing, and neither are Global Monopolies or organizations attempting to enforce their Contracts on

Humanity in ways we have little to no means to see the Ene print, to willingly agree. But this is THEIR Problem, they don't believe

we should have the Free Will our birthright from the Creator.
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There's not enough of them awake, although the numbers are growing... maybe one day.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People would rather use their phones than interact with loved ones because they have ZERO SOCIAL SKILLS due to the reliance on

the phones. Social media is their reality along with video games.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You won't have a choice. There will be no cash. Therefore you will be be reliant on your digital currency for purchases and they

control that. This is already taking place in China. If you leave your house without your phone you will be identiEed via AI and

cameras and/or your passport and you'll be arrested. You must observe your phone at all times to watch for your status. Green

means you're OK. Yellow means you are doing/participating in something the CCP doesn't like (peaceful protest) and you must

stop.

Red means you must return to your tiny apartment and lock yourself in until further notice. I'm not making this up. This is already

happening in China and the heads of the WEF all see China as a role model for the rest of the world. There are already enough

cameras in the USA to go full-on with the facial recognition programs. Once Elon's 5G satellites are all up and running there will be

nowhere to hide. Forget moving to the country unless you plan to live like a caveman.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't you think these perps have planned for that "people" strategy of dumping phones. You will be labeled smart phone-hesitant

and ostracized lol thru media bombardment and sheep indoctrination to report all citizens not presenting phones or maybe the

swamp will cower as usual making it illegal not to have a phone to track us
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dianna....Have you ever tried to use the keybord on a Flip phone? it takes forever b/c you have to use the 3-character grouping on

only TWELVE keys...you NEVER get any deliveries from Fedex or UPS in your home? --- which may be a bldg that denies access to

those delivery services?? Expecting ppl to abandon the convenience of texting in their daily lives is unrealistic. What about the ppl

who continue to work remotely and need the services provided by the more advanced cell phones, to earn a living..
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dianna1189 - You hit the nail on the head! We recently saw an increase on our cell phone bill of about $12 per month. So, We

phoned the provider to inquire about the increase. In the course of conversation my husband offered that we could just cancel the

service, we don't use our cell phones enough to justify the expense. We had a supervisor on the line almost immediately who toyed

with the bill, gave us some discounts and brought the bill back down to where it was. Since that time, we've had some discussions

about how strange it was that the provider was almost desperate for us to "keep" our phones. All cell phones are tracking devices,

we all know that.

They all have cameras. Your idea of en masse protest is great. What if we ALL cancelled our cell phone service. It would put an end

to that tracking device/method. Another thought to the cell phone discussion is - How is it that the government is handing out cell

phones to each illegal border crosser AND paying for the service FREE of charge? We have a monthly bill and had to purchase our

phones. We still have a landline, so we could survive the inconvenience of not having cell phones. As you pointed out, "It wasn't

that long ago that you could function Ene in society without one."
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dianna, you make a good point. But due to the masses who would kill to keep their smartphones, it will be impossible to shut down

the demons. That coupled with propaganda and wolves in sheep's clothing folks like Dr. Malone (Doctor mRNA) who is trying to

sue anyone he can for speaking out against the vaccines he helped to create. He's attacking "Died Suddenly," Mercola's featured

video from a few days ago. Dr. Malone has been and continues to be a snake! He's even fooled commenters on Mercola's platform.

Control the media. Control the people.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, get rid of your smart phones NOW. I have always been happy with my Yip phone. And get off your butts and into the streets

and PROTEST. Stop pretending you won't make a difference. You will make a difference. You will not always know who you have

red pilled and awakened to the horrors of agenda 2030, but it is happening. We are running out of time. DO NOT COMPLY!
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czmapplegmail.com
Joined On 4/8/2021 11:28:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with everything you say!
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without a cell phone people used a wired phone which are not used now. So you are isolated without a cell phone and are starting

to live off the grid. Are you prepared to survive that way? It takes a couple of years to move to the country side and get established.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All good points my Fellow Mercolians. Thanks so much! The posts made me see my weird viewpoint because I operate in a world

with just a Yip phone (that is off 95% of the time), don't text, and I don't need a phone for work. I do have a regular house phone so

if someone wants to reach me they have to phone that or send me an e-mail. I live in a suburb, but moving to a rural area very

shortly so we'll see. I think one of the reasons the whole "Mindfulness" movement that has become more mainstream is because

people are Ending it as a source of comfort with the digital lifestyles they may live. My two aunts never had a computer, one had a

cell phone because she still drove and one past away about 10 years ago, the other the past year and they had house phones. They

were very happy, well-loved and cared for ladies. Call me naive. I think it still can be done in many circumstances.
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shiva
Joined On 10/19/2006 3:25:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Said it before and I'll say it again. There's nothing "Smart" about these devices that the global population has become addicted to

and dependent upon. In reality they are "Dumb" phones, ... because you have to be stupid to want to have and use a device that has

been intentionally designed to seduce and lure you deeper into a digital Technocratic system of global enslavement. .... Stop using

them. Stop feeding the Demon Techno-state and giving it exactly what it wants towards your own and your fellow humans demise.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello dianna1189: No. Not radical at all. En mass protests will not save the day. Here is an alternate perspective very few civilians

have considered: > ArtiEcial Intelligence And The Billionaires >>> August 19, 2022 >>> www.youtube.com/watch  >>> Please watch

the entire presentation.
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giles22
Joined On 11/13/2010 5:28:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't have one(a mobile phone), don't want one, don't need one, don't enjoy one, don't think one is necessary, don't ever want one

as I think they are unhealthy for YOU
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veritas19
Joined On 10/26/2016 11:42:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you stick your head in the sand...guess what sticks up in the air?. An invitation to get kicked in the..well let's just say it's not

your best proEle. It is a submissive posture and those that want you to acquiesce, even by suicide (in its many forms), will take

advantage of your weakness. Many today are acquiring a nascent view of their reality in an existential way. They are awakening to

a truth that is eye opening and threatening. Some react with initial fear, even denial, but then come to terms with the fact that they

must do something... or just stick their collective heads in the sand and take whatever punishment comes their way, and some do

so without question.

I pray the majority will say, " we would rather die free than live as slaves." We will not let evil prosper! Just like the people in China

are doing even though Apple has shut down the AirDrop communications that they used to foment their stance against the

oppression of the CCP and organize their protests. Some people fear the truth as if a bright light has blinded them and sheer away.

That's understandable when you pop their safe little hopeless bubble. However, they must be encouraged to embrace the reality of

the truth that is inescapable and stand strong.

Many are waking up and the "overlords" at Vanguard know it, and they fear it as we are the majority of the masses. People must be

told that there is a Peace, and a Power, which surpasses human understanding. Faith is one crucial key to knowing that there is

hope to win the battle and that the war can be won. We do have weapons of warfare of which the sword of truth and prayer are the

most powerful and that we represent the vast majority of people that will defend our God given rights to liberty, freedom and the

autonomy to exercise our free will. Check out this expose' video called Monopoly.

stopworldcontrol.com/monopoly/?inf_contact_key=e134ce4679e9f4e3cfefdd3..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PaulVonharnish, Cool, "No More Billionaire Parasites, No More AI Tyranny, No More Mass Surveillance Matrix, No Large Central

Concentrations of Power Controlling Us Through Our devices. And We Will Be, Great GOD Almighty, Free At LAST"!
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, one thing is to avoid smart phones. I live in an area with half a bar, so a cell phone only works half the time. But I also Egured

out that these phones are an element of the digital prison. We may never Egure them all the digital prison out, but we must seek

out info and do all we can. There is black electrical tape over the camera of the computer I type this on. I use cash only wherever I

can.
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re: Mercola Fan. One of the 77th Brigade? Smearing Robert Malone. I suspect "Mercola Fan is a wolf in sheeps' clothing. I have

commented on this before and this murky dirk dagger keeps stabbing. What will happen when their funds dry up? Silence I

suspect. Their silver shilling thirty dirty dog dung tongue will dry up and constipate their cognitive ability to espouse dry lies. They

pretend to be stupid.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people seem to believe that simply ditching their smart phone will save them from what's coming. What about MFA? The

government already has too much control over our lives. When I need to log into the CRA for tax and other information, they use an MFA.

It used to be just my name, password and answering a "personal" question, such as my favourite food, favourite hobby or where I went to

school...Now, they also require a cellphone or computer, to verify via text or email. They began implementing the beast system years ago.

I've said many times that everything "they" do, they do incrementally...the proverbial frog in the pot of boiling water! Before you're aware

of what's happening - boom!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true Randy, control extends to Enances. The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) is introducing a multi-factor authentication (MFA)

process for online services to “ensure the security and protection of taxpayer information” (just kidding!). Once enrolled, users who

log into CRA's login services will receive a one-time access code via text message or phone call, which must be entered to

continue the login process. Anyone who is part of the EFILE community will be required to enroll in MFA before gaining access to

online services in the future. www.taxcycle.com/.../cra-multi-factor-authentication-process  .
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To remember. Randy, that the steering committee of the “Global Vaccine Action Plan” included a member of the GAVI Alliance. In

particular, the initial announcement of the "Decade of Vaccines" was made in the presence of Julian Lob-Levyt, then CEO of the

GAVI Alliance. GAVI goes on to describe its primary partnership with several international organizations, including familiar names:

WHO, UNICEF, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and the World Bank. (Far from helping the world's poor, the World Bank has

been described by a former whistleblower, John Perkins, as an organization that uses "economic hit men" to subjugate Enancially

crippled countries.) Unsurprisingly, no clariEcation is provided regarding the potential loss of civil liberties for people who choose,

for whatever reason, not to be vaccinated and who are therefore excluded from large sections of society in areas where it is

vaccinated.

have implemented and applied COVID passports. We have that the ID2020 program was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation,

the WEF and lGAVI The GAVI Alliance also works closely with the ID2020 Alliance, and aims to inject every human being with

microchips that can be accessed remotely using 5G and technologies 6G later.

It is a totally electronic identiEcation, which links everything with everything of each individual (health, criminal, bank, personal and

private records, etc.), being managed by a state agency or in extremis, by the private sector”, Technology will be forced all over the

world. The founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Klaus Schwab, promised this with the rhetoric of the “Great Reset”, which

is materializing at “breakneck speed”, thanks to the pandemic. It's Gates, Rockefeller and other globalists who are pouring endless

money into seeing their baby come to life, and they're almost there.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, several news stories are breaking today or last Friday - The Washington Post had a headline that all the airlines want to

start using facial recognition to match passengers to travel documents. Remind you of something? (hint: Chinese facial

surveillance). And Epoch Times has a report today on the Louisiana lawsuit brought by 2 Attorney Generals, interviews are showing

that the FBI was telling FB, Instgr, Twitter and a few more, suggesting (more like dictating) what to take down leading up to the

2020 election, including squashing the Hunter Biden laptop story. Clearly no free speech here in the US, NOT just about a faked

covid plandemic but also across entire political spectrum...Trampling all over everyone's First Amendment Rights? As usual, this is

a premium article, so?
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I couldn't agree more...right on!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Gui, Rreal and Suzi. The bottom line is that whether people can see it or not; the Great Reset is well underway.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, again with the masks: In the midst of these fears of a “tripledemic” consisting of Covid, Yu, and RSV infections, Los Angeles

County, California, is set to reinstate an indoor mask mandate due to reported cases of Covid reentering the “Medium” level of

cases of concern. winepressnews.com/2022/12/03/los-angeles-county-plans-to-reinstate-ind..  (12/03/20322)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 years of Build Back Better: nothing is built, nothing is back, nothing is better.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"3 years of Build Back Better: nothing is built, nothing is back, nothing is better." Right on the mark, Brian! That should be posted on

large billboards everywhere! --- Thanks for the link to the "mask" article, Gui. People don't believe me when I tell them the

mandates will return. I know how to read the writing on the wall; and I deEnitely know how to read the media!
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all about decentralizing: Ditch the Smartphone for a VoIP ("internet") phone. Insist on non-app ID's, paper tickets, etc. Vote on paper.

Pay cash. Use cabled internet and turn off WiFi. Leave Windows/Mac for Linux. Etc.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Ragus, I went to VoIP ("internet") phone and changed my email from gmail and got rid of Paypal. At present I have no way of

receiving money for services since Paypal alternatives like Stripe require 2-way veriEcation and VoIP doesn't support texting. I'm

exploring a physical "key" (Yubikey) but haven't done it yet. I welcome any ideas.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NOT a suggestion - Already many texts ask me to verify my connection to whatever, its fairly unthinkable unless I travel around

with an ipad connected to a network. Accomplishes nothing, unless I want to live on an island and exit the system completely.
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Starvation food shortages look what is being done in the Netherlands

expose-news.com/2022/12/05/netherlands-land-grab-state-to-seize-3000-f..
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pikiverschueren
Joined On 4/13/2014 7:15:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PEOPLE.    THROW.      AWAY       YOUR.           IPHONES!!!!!!!!!!!
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good advice. I’ve been considering this for a long time. But I do need to receive updates like this one. How then am I going to be

reached if I have no devices?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PIKIVER.......throw away your mobile phone... I'm all for that . Yeap, let's screw this so call smart reset. lol.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Much should be made people aware, especially young people about the use of mobile phones According to Statista, the current

number of smartphone users in the world today is 6.648 billion, meaning 83.07% of the world’s population owns a smartphone.

This Egure is up considerably from 2016, when there were only 3.668 billion users, 49.40% of that year’s global population.

www.bankmycell.com/.../how-many-phones-are-in-the-world

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 2:31:29 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mihail, get a cheap tablet. You can do all the basic necessities without a smart phone.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:36:21 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks brianallen, that sounds cool.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 7:45:49 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mihail You could use a computer instead, no?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 10:18:28 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2030 is only 7 years away and I'll be too young to draw full retirement at 63. I might do an early retirement. It will be easier to conform if

I'm out of the workforce and permanently move to my self sustaining 20 acres. They won't be able to cut off my water because I have 2

wells, a stream, and a SPRING that runs year round! Water is the #1 thing you need to survive. I can heat my house with the timber that's

on the property. While you still can get it, BUY COAL!! Coal is one of the cheapest sources of heat and it produces more heat than

anything else. A small cast iron stove that burns coal will heat an entire 1,500sf house with ease! Where my property sits I'm 7 miles (as

the crow Yies) from a coal Ered electrical plant that always has a train sitting there fully loaded with coal. You can simply walk the tracks

and pick up chunks of coal that have fallen from the railroad cars.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 8:09:06 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gotta spare outbuilding?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 9:10:02 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just need a few square feet to park my class B Roadtrek motorhome.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 10:02:38 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

olfacto
Joined On 11/14/2020 12:07:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good for u jamNjim great advice

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 1:44:00 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can I come and live with you pleeez? ;-) Joking, I live in the UK, but your place sounds like exactly what I'd love to have! May it

serve you well!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 2:17:36 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coal can have a lot of Mercury though..Those coal Ered plants can spew a ton of Hg in the air that eventually pollute the Streams

and Oceans..That said the best grilled Lamb chops are done with Charcoal.. You can get them from somewhat safe hardwood ..

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0883292706001983  Otis i seriously envy the motorize home..Gotta git me one a

these when i win the lotto..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 4:15:58 PM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like Dr. Malone said, we will all need "intended communities". Everyone on the Dr. Mercola forum will be welcome.  We will build

Realrose a guesthouse!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Segstar, I agree, but you have to do what you have to do to survive. My Grandparents and great grandparents all lived this way and

they all lived past the age of 80.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jimmy yes I understand about doing what you gotta do to get by..I love grilling meats on charcoal which I do couple times a year,

but I try to get the ones from safe Maple hardwood.. always trying to do the best i can before I exit this wicked world. I do love the

smell of a wood burning stove though, especially apple wood. But heard it's banned in my neck of the woods, plus house insurance

goes through the roof..I think every household in NA especially in the colder climates should have a wood burning stove as a

precaution measure in case the power goes.. But the Green new deal has turned everything upside down or a s s backwards as

some sez.. cheers
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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hubby is putting a wood stove for heating. We have 120 acres at our cabin for all the wood we could possibly use in 10 lifetimes,

so no problems there. Prepare! Prepare!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are other fronts in this Lockdown Slavery System being built. Many here are well aware of the massive land grab by Gates & most

likely other minions of the WEF. Land grabs 'Privately Owned,' to most likely prevent the rural from resources of all kinds. With this is the

Carbon Credit Models partnering with actual individual landowners promoting we'll pay you not to cut trees to sequester carbon. However,

as we have seen this is most likely just Global Monopoly Corporations greenwashing as they merrily skip along with the same old, same

old and blaming their toxic residue on the dirty, diseased, unwashed useless eaters. This is most likely is a Stealthy Devious way to

become a backdoor take control down the road partner to keep all out of the King's Forest. Give it some thought, there are no doubt

others in play or in the works.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Just, the dictatorship that is being imposed with the Great Reset with the G20 passports is based largely on medical tyranny,

control of food and information. Social credit is part of the scheme. A social credit that also destroys freedom of expression. It

turns out that many scientists are simply too afraid to challenge government dogma on Fauci Yu vaccines for fear of losing the

grant money or even their careers. When the decision is between going on just to get along or challenging the system and risking it

all, many choose the former. With social credit, they will be exposed to being expelled from their profession and their belongings

with only a camera watching their actions.

Part of this medical dictatorship scheme is Bill Gates, who wields a commanding inYuence over Big Tech, global health policy,

agricultural and food policy (including biopiracy and fake food), weather modiEcation and other weather technologies,

surveillance, education and media. The Gates Foundation's inYuence over public health policy depends largely on ensuring that

safety regulations and other government functions are weak enough to be circumvented... Strong evidence suggests that the

Gates Foundation functions as a Trojan horse for Western corporations, which of course have no greater goal than increased

proEtability.

The “titans of global capitalism” are now exploiting the COVID-19 pandemic to implement these types of social credit-style digital

ID systems throughout the Western world. The IHR developed by the WHO to respond to global pandemics, include the

strengthening of disease surveillance measures at border crossings and the introduction of global health documents, including

international vaccination certiEcates. The truth is that COVID-19 vaccine passports, and various other forms of digital identity

schemes, are an invasion of privacy that allow governments and corporations to coerce human behavior including social credit.
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Dr. Peter A. McCullough, was one of the dozen honorees honored with the Texas Scorecard award for community service,

advocacy and humanitarianism. However, a sample of the fear of doctors in the face of surveillance: “I was blown away with the

sustained standing ovation from the gala attendees. Among senators, congressman, and civic leaders, there were just a few

doctors. Some had lost their jobs because of their choice to defer on EUA vaccination. Why weren’t more conservative doctors,

who would be usual attendees, absent from the event? Why are there no grand rounds on multidrug early treatment protocols or

vaccine safety?

How long can doctors hide in the shadows from a time of celebration and new thinking on informed consent, freedom of choice,

and advocacy for autonomy? As I was holding the heavy sword in its sheath, I felt like I was being prepared for more battle with the

bio-pharmaceutical complex. This amorphous yet powerful enemy of the people driving mass vaccination at all costs and working

to confuse, beguile, and progressively strip freedoms threatening our way of life, our liberties, and our pursuit of happiness.”

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/advocacy-for-early-therapeutics-and?u..  (12/05/2022)
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Gui, sad to say it appears doctors are among the most spineless people. Their pride and ego forbid them from speaking out and

rebelling. Not to mention that the love of money truly is the root of all evil.
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Yes Gui, now take Dr. Peter A. McCullough's experience expressing his awareness of how pervasive Fauci's Iron Hand has had on

colleagues. Now, if we truly look at what is being built a Fauci can be completely done away with. It will be direct control by a

Digital Beast with a binary response system Elled with garbage in, increasing the garbage out. Immediate direct in time penalty of

pain no matter how slight the perceived offense of independence or freedom might be. Just on or off digital 'thinking' is no

thinking at all. Our world given the chance is world beyond black and white, either or, it is a world with multiple colors and various

shades constantly changing. The Predator$ are anti-life and Life as it is, is their biggest fear.
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Yes Just and brianallen1, is a great example: THE “NEW” MEDICAL FREEDOM. Guest Author: Christian Nix. By Robert W. Malone. I

Erst met Christian Nix at the Sovereign Man conference in Austin Texas last summer. Christian has studied and practiced

traditional medicine for decades. By: Christian Nix: There are many important lessons to be learned from the last few years of the

COVID drama. The idea that pharmaceutical companies can create an injectable gene therapy... hide the ingredients from public

disclosure... and remain immune from any legal liability for the harm that is now undeniably linked to their actions, as they

generate thousands of millions of dollars in proEts, we should expect to see the masses sharpening the guillotine.

What does medical freedom even look like in a world where okcials lie with impunity and system-wide censorship is the new

normal? What can a regular person hope to do in light of the fact that, well, we need doctors? We need a medical system we can

trust And we need to be able to rely on medical professionals for all kinds of care .........-----

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-new-medical-freedom?utm_source=post-emai..  (05/12/2022)
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Love that Dr. McCullough. Amazing how we have the ability to tell honesty and transparency when we see it.  Malone I think,

quoted by Gui says we need doctors. I'm questioning this more and more. Of course for some things but generally trust diet and

get tested and use alternative medicine, with info from Mercola's substack. I know that's not a full solution but it's mostly where I

am. I refused steroids recently for serious eczema and made it on my own (so far), glad I'm not on those creams.  I'm in Canada

where have medicare but i'm really wondering if it's not often just making us complacent and irresponsible. Medicine is often an

instrument of control.
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Hi imaginal, MALONE is referring based on Christian Nix to doctors like Dr. Peter McCullough, one of the select few physicians who

put his professional credentials on the altar by speaking out about the dangerous folly of vaccination mandates for a disease with

a 99.5% survival rate, he may end up paying the ultimate price for his career. Medical authorities have moved to strip him of his

credentials. The proposition: So from IBS (inYammatory bowel syndrome) to autoimmunity mental health to metabolic disorders

not to mention all kinds of chronic pain These and other chronic conditions have one thing in common: Almost everyone responds

favorably to changes in lifestyle, diet, speciEc exercises, and simple, safe home remedies and treatments. Unfortunately, a lot of

health and wellness advice is so generic as to be essentially useless. The good news is that most chronic conditions that do not

respond well to modern medical protocols will respond favorably to the "target solutions" of older medical systems.
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BREAKING: PFIZER SEEKS TO KILL US KIDS: PFIZER AND BIONTECH SUBMIT APPLICATION TO U.S. FDA FOR EMERGENCY USE

AUTHORIZATION OF OMICRON BA.4/BA.5-ADAPTED BIVALENT COVID-19 VACCINE IN CHILDREN UNDER 5 Why? Show me, show

us ANY evidence you have that this gene injection is needed in statistical zero risk children, with a vaccine that is non-neutralizing

and drives variants, and is harmful. Why? palexander.substack.com/p/breaking-pEzer-seeks-to-kill-us?utm_source=..

 (12/05/2022)
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Itsmyright
Joined On 9/4/2017 10:46:33 PM
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When they say the people should take back the power. But the sad thing is as Osho said, "But the people are stupid" That is what is

frightening.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM
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People are sheeple.Correct.
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We aren't conEned to what some other people are, or think they are.
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Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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I think it's like they're not paying enough attention and that they're ignorant of what is really going on, some may be stupid, but

most are simply too uninformed, too busy, tired or maybe just too plain scared to look more closely. My brother went to UNI, has

various degrees, was a psych-therapist, yet has swallowed all the BS and gets angry when one criticises the MSM. He can't be

called stupid, or he wouldn't have degrees, but he's too scared to admit he may have been fooled and he's on the defensive,

wanting to maintain his status quo, that government is there to look after the well being of the country, though there are a few bad

apples, he admits....ho hum
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While getting rid of the smart devices seems wise, keep in mind as soon as you "plug in" to the matrix they have you..And this is

irrespective of what device you have..In addition and this is primarily for those that have accepted the jabs, I believe YOU are ALWAYS

connected because of the garbage inside those poisonous jabs..And don't think for one second that those of us who refused the jabs are

somehow exempt..I suspect they have already thought of that and can and have been putting the crap in the Air, water, foods; even in our

personal products..So be vigilant and trust very few... Here's a lil something to cheer you up.. youtube.com/.../ao_l4ulpr7I
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Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM
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Oh God really! The UK has far to many cameras out there, but when i was knocked off my bike by a "white man van", it was all on camera

but the camera was not good enough to get number plates or faces. So not much good really. I have NO cellphone, no computer with a

camera, exempt from all vaccines, an ancient car with no high tech plus an ancient VW, camper. How do they get me.? Jennifer
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Segstar
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Jen how do they git ya? They already got ya.. That includes you and me and everyone else, even those who think they are lying

low..But that doesn't mean we should stop..I often wonder what will happen if the vast majority of people would wake from their

slumber and advance to be recognized.. batten down the hatches, it's going to get rocky, when the goin gits tough the tough gits

going.. keep on moving forward, onward ever , backwards never..
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One way to starve the beast is to stop paying taxes as much as possible. We continually feed the beast and need to have a year of not

voluntarily sending money.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The governments do not need our taxes to operate. They can make inEnite amounts of money digitally. Remember quantitative

easing? Remember the Cares Act where trillions were created out of thin air to help implement the Covid lockdown without starting

a revolt? The debt limit is just Kabuki Theater to fool and entertain the 99%.
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM
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har1272 - They print the money.... notice the spending spree they've been on. How much money is being laundered errr sent to

Ukraine? I do agree with the sentiment of send or hand over as little as possible. Whether we like it or not we are going to have to

go back to the basics. Gardening for instance - you would pay a tax when you buy seed, unless you are fortunate enough to have

someone share saved seed with you. If you're growing your own food though, you're not going to be buying so much at the grocery

store and paying tax there. Additionally, the cost of transportation to get to the grocery store is heavily taxed. You pay a tax when

you purchase a new or used vehicle. Then there's personal property tax and let's not leave out inspections, decals, registration

fees, gas, oil and even tax for disposal of batteries and tires. My point is that the more self sukcient we are the less taxes we'll be

paying.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The only purpose of taxation is to keep the common man under control. 100% of federal taxes paid goes right out of the country to

the International Monetary Fund to service the INTEREST on the debt. Not a penny is used for services.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And how would that happen? The IRS has deep state control. They basically control your life. We don't dare not paying our taxes.

We would lose too much. And we would also lose the ability to help loved ones. That is just they way it is, no offense. If you could

get EVERYONE to not pay their taxes in the U. S. maybe you (might) have success. That is not going to happen. Just an FYI, we pay

about $7000 in taxes annually on our home and our cabin. And both are paid off. So you really don't own your "homes," you rent

them from the govt.
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galestorm
Joined On 11/6/2020 1:57:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these plans are medieval.....to do this to human beings is cruel and sadistic.  Which just proves that these wef people are degenerates!

 what would be next after they have reached their goals...torture, then death to everyone? then what?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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"They" are pointing Engers at individual consumption and away from massive corporate destruction of the environment. Look up

how China's push towards EVs is decimating parts of Indonesia, in search of raw materials. The Puppet masters running this show

have most cause and effect backwards, there are not that many of them. About 1000 multinational corporations are supporting the

WEF, an unelected NGO, most acting as parasites of the earth. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Did everyone catch the latest David Icke

interview last Friday on LondonReal? Here's a link: ROSE/ICKE 8: BANNED - - - David Icke is returning to London Real Studios to join

me for the eighth instalment in our landmark interview series: ROSE/ICKE 8: Banned. freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-8-banned  -
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me for the eighth instalment in our landmark interview series: ROSE/ICKE 8: Banned. freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-8-banned  -

about 2-1/2 hrs long. Clear and clearer, David Icke just got handed a lot of free publicity after being banned across the EU. "They"

do not like his message: do not comply.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:44:33 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, thanks for the interview with David Icke. Everyone would be richer after taking 2 hours and 34 minutes to watch this.

With your questions and dialogue with David we learn: Great Reset is the Hunger Games, Carbon Dioxide is life, China, Elon Musk,

FTX Crypto, Kanye West, Politics, They don't have the Power, Billions are letting it happen, 1. Unquestioning people, 2. Fear not

doing what they're told, 3. The group that will not accept Tyranny and Fascism, No Gender - Drag Queens, Massive Progress in

People Awakening, Authority Lies, We're not having it, NO NO NO Just say it - NO! And as Kerry Cassidy says: "And so on and so

forth". Thanks Brian.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 11:33:29 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RESIST! NEVER comply NEVER! These temporary soul containers (Rented from JC Rent-a-body). MUST be returned in the same condition

as when rented for the few scant years we use it. In a word, the "internet", wireless technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) is - was - a

honey pot. and humanity dove right in, head Erst. A shiny new toy. (Built by ARPA (Now DARPA). These devils rely on people BUYING their

own weapon to be used against them. Go BACK to a dumb phone ASAP. It is a phone (voice and text) NO apps, no GPS, no camera, no BS.

DO NOT Comply.

Return your soul container to Jesus Christ, unsullied by the rot and lies. Remember Satan and his globalist lackeys ONLY have the power

they are granted. They are scummy little punk worms who have never had any love in their lives. Saddle up your Harley and ride with the

JCMC!! - Jesus is leading the RIDE! He is riding a beautiful white bike! Can you see him? OUR colors are white, and so is our leather! AND

we do NOT fear Satan or his punk minions - they EAT our road gravel! EVERY time! AND - we DO NOT fear the road ahead!! God Bless! Ride

hard!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 11:48:10 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Harleys? They only have half an engine. That is why George Burns rode a white Suzuki in the 1980 movie Oh, God. I'll be on my

Yamaha!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 8:09:31 PM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Classic Burns, great guy.. Reminds me of the Greek guy Stamatis Moraitis who doctors gave 9 months to live because of his

cancer.He moved to Greece his native country and years later returned to the US and found out ALL of his doctors were dead..

There are more red wine drinkers alive than doctors. https://youtu.be/ycUHM7gNsww  https://youtu.be/6-6ELnFowP0

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 9:40:04 PM
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am all in, with JC and back to Eden practices as I am able...and will ride with you on one of our European motorcycles...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 7:34:14 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Modern societies require four ingredients: cement, steel, plastics, and ammonia ( time.com/.../reliance-on-fossil-fuels  ) . All require

energy and lots of it.  Delivering energy requires a robust and stable electrical grid.  People should be aware of the April 16th, 2013,

Metcalf Sniper Attack on a San Jose, CA electrical substation. https://unresolved.me/metcalf   IMHO - Eve gallons of gas and a match

can be very devastating.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:39:29 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's exactly why the Dems are in war against the 1st and 2nd amendments and FOSSIL FUELS! When we lose those 3 they will

have complete control. It will be next to impossible for the average person to shut down an electrical grid without something that

can be used for destruction. You'll have to distill alcohol or something for Ere. You can can make black powder. Stock up on

supplies while you still can! Just buying ammunition is getting to be impossible right now.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 7:13:12 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No O2?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 5:48:24 PM
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a portable smart phone I keep in a Faraday bag and turned off. I use it to make emergency calls and check emails. No apps, texts,

or tracking.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:14:44 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone can wrap their phone in aluminum foil if they choose. Same result. Especially at night and keep it away from sleeping

areas.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:20:03 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many years ago my fam use to laugh at me when I had my phone wrapped in aluminum foil.. I've since then switched to double

wrapping my most prized possession instead lolol
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everytime you pay using your phone or laptop you loose a little bit of your privacy and your freedom...The more you depend on the digital

systems the more of a slave you become. When I go to the bank and I am asked to be a part of their remote transaction system, I tell the

teller: If we all take that road you will end up unemployed.
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM
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Lou321 - The last line of your post is priceless..."If we all take that road you will end up unemployed." Our bank "created" an online

account for us. We demanded that they shut it down, we didn't want any part of it. However, the reason we gave was that we don't

think our computers are as safe from hackers as the one's at the bank. We use the same line with others who want us to go

paperless. Hmmm, I'm adding yours to my arsenal. Thanks!
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Dee109
Joined On 7/26/2021 8:16:01 AM
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Yes, so true. These employees are pushing an end to their own careers everytime they promote going to the website for help, using

the automated system for help, etc.
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veritas19
Joined On 10/26/2016 11:42:43 AM
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Good point Lou. I used to work at a bank years ago when internet banking was still fairly new so I can relate. You can see a lot

about a person on their computers. Anytime you use anything other than cash, you are tracked. I just got rid of the oldest

smartphone around. It was free from verizon about 13 years ago - or more. There wasn't enough room on it to load a virus. I had to

dump it cause they are shutting down the CDMA/3G system. I got rid of my Erst phone because analog was going bye bye. Now I'm

on my 4th phone. It's always been just a phone. I had a nightmare tring to leave verizon as I found out 3 days later, they needed a

pin # to migrate to a new carrier, and they use a 2 factor id as well.

That was quite problematic as I did not get a signal at my home. I waited till the very last day to switch to a new carrier. That was

also a nightmare too. The new carrier has terrible customer service. The Erst time I called I was put on hold for 30 min, then hung

up on. The 5th time I got someone who splained everything to me. I got a black friday deal on a budget smart phone from wally

world for 69.00 and a prepaid card for 35.00/mo. I'll be saving hundreds in just a a few months.

The new smart phone had more ways to track/inEltrate me than I could have imagined. It literally took me 2 days+ to disable all the

apps related to microphones, cameras, Ele sharing, picture, video, location, micro location, covid etc. I may go back to a Yip phone

but needed a good camera for my artwork and to do business for payment processing. I will keep the phone in a farraday bag no

matter what I end up with. I also drive a car that does not have any GPS, nor does my old motorcycle. The only tracking they can do

is credit card except for autopay.
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Tionico
Joined On 7/14/2017 6:05:53 PM
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Find or mke a metal box that will fully surround your phone. When you put it in there don't forget ton put it in irpane mode. Once iinsde the

box it does not exist as far as anything outside th box cn tell. This is a simple farraday cage, blocing alll radio waves of any frequency.

Thus I could travel anywhere and will effectively have diisappeared as far as phone contact is cncerned. No tracin,g tracking, pinging,

geolocating.... simply disappeared. When I get into a safe place I can open th box, remve the phone, take it out of airplane mode and it

works like normal. "they" might then locate me if they are speciEcally searchng for me, but when I turn it to airplane mode and popit back

in the box I have once more disappeared.

Not like they are totally neutralisd, but a sognEcant measure of security and privacy for me, when desired. Hop on my bicycle ride Efty

miles to somewhere else "where'd he go?" Fight to the death on the chip implants though. They were a long ways toard forcng the covid

shots on all of us, but came nowhere near forcing me to get it. They will have a long uphill row to hoe before kicking aside the

cnstitutional protctions againsg bodily invasion with their dog chip. Might precipitate Lexington/Concord Two with that one. You wanna

poke a dogtag into my arm? Come here and get me. IF we stand together we may stand. Or as one of our Founders declared (Adams?)

feistily declared: "if we don't hang together we surely shall hang separately"
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM
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Taking the side of evil, this system was inevitable. Every computer system on the planet has a back door in which certain programmers

can and will hack things to their beneEt. That may be the bottom line when push comes to shove and people get annoyed enough. Will

they do any such thing? I think so. Such a hack will close the entire system down if it is interconnected with every other computer

available. Relax. I am not one of those hackers. I have worked with various computer programs at work since 1969. All of these

computers to this day have a base machine language of one kind or another behind the illusion of video control of a computer. There are

basically six unix type languages and possibly more right now.

The entire android system is a locked in version of Linux or was. Not really up to date since I retired. Every Apple on the planet? They

change enough so the older programs no longer work. So does Android. Given the huge population of India and China, someone out there

will hack this system soon. When and if they do so, every banking facility on the planet will likely go down and stay down. Then the real

chaos begins. In the past, we have had paper backups. No longer is that completely true. I suggest a massive worm virus will be used to

create a situation in which every computer erases itself.

More than likely? It will be a ransomware program. As for telephone pole machines, a single bullet from an ancient riYe with a 7 power

scope can and will likely eliminate most of them. Especially if it is coupled with a computerized laser sight. No police force in the United

States has the logistics to stop such a rebellion. Even the National Guards will be too little, too late to stop such a thing from happening. I

predict if and when that happens it likely will be about 1 am in the morning. Meanwhile the people prepared will be living off their stock of

supplies, probably hidden in a basement. I do not know how this will succeed or fail.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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yeah...and a backdoor is not really needed with facebook and twitter n Instagram and dozens....just ratting themselves out....LOL..
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Great video. Should be shown in schools
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bob5532
Joined On 4/18/2022 12:44:43 AM
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Here’s another Big White Elephant in the room no one seem to be noticing. The coming Central Bank Digital Currencies or CBDC. They are

programmable for all kinds of control. i.e. If the Federal Reserve(which is not Federal nor do they have any fractional reserves

anymore-yup zipzero) want to stimulate the economyyour CBDC expires in 5 days! Didn’t get your jabs? Sorry, you can’t buy anything

thenetc. etc. I tell folks I know about it and they say “ Oh you mean crypto?” I say NO it’s Federal Digital Currencyand they say “ Oh, it’ll be

safe then”. Me.SMH
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drb6345
Joined On 12/13/2021 5:25:33 PM
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This is not an ad but I realize that the vast majority of people are unaware that there are perfectly functional alternatives to I-Phones and

Google Android. Android is an open source OS but the version installed on virtually all Android phones is Google's proprietary version,

complete with all of Googles "special features", aka spyware. This is a phone I bought last year (after the state of Massachusetts covertly

installed a Covid tracking app on my phone with the help of Google) https://myteracube.com  This phone is offered by a small company

and runs on a public domain version of Android, it has NOTHING Google on it.

There are other options out there but this one is ready to go, no technical hoops to jump through. It's important to be aware of the

limitations as well. Your cell phone provider can still track your approximate location from the tower you're connected to but it's much

less precise. The phone comes with it's own app store where every app is reviewed for privacy. Obviously if you download GMail, Google

Maps, WhatsApp etc. etc. onto the phone you've purchased a de-Googled phone for nothing so it has to be managed properly. There are

excellent alternatives to these standard apps out there.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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Great point. There's also Rob Braxman, the Internet Privacy Guy, who clearly knows his stuff and makes phones. He's on youtube.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Best bet is a dumb phone, -Its a phone it can do voice and text (SMS). NO apps, no camera, no GPS etc etc. They are not a burner

phone. A burner still has all of the "goodies"  Dumb phones are gaining in popularity. Check them out. Unfortunately the "net" and

all the rest are a honey pot created by what was then ARPA and is now DARPA. NOTHING good ever came out of their labs!!

Humans fell into the sticky sweet honey, head Erst - and here we are. Extricate yourself.
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM
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Another company that has deGoogled phones... https://abovephone.com/
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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Thanks for the tip; drb. I reached out to myteracube.com and they said this: "The phones that we are selling on our website are the

ones that come with stock Android OS. If you want a Teracube 2e (deGoogled) you can actually purchase it directly from one of our

partners who sell the device with /e/OS. You can visit their website at murena.com."
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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One of the problems is that young people as a whole are much more accepting of these measures. They are naive and many schools,

especially colleges, have been indoctrinating our them. Our youth believe in critical race theory, they believe that driving electric cars will

save the world, they think it is OK to not throw repeat violent criminals in prison, that if someone moves into your home while you are on

vacation you do not have the right to make them move out, that if the take out large student loans they should not have to pay them, they

believe in wearing masks and covid vaccinations, and the list goes on and on. Above all else, they believe the Government wouldn't lie to

them and that censorship, social passports and surveillance are all necessary for the safety and equality of all. And, of course, that

anyone else that doesn't agree, such as their parents, are idiots that should be ignored. God help us all!
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Ronin_
Joined On 11/29/2022 9:57:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But those same young people are where they are because we've allowed what has occurred to date without uttering a peep, and

those that did "utter a peep," were castigated and told they had tinfoil hats and rendered societally dysfunctional in that way.  We

are now paying the price for decades of self gratiEcation via the most superEcial of pleasures and at the expense of what's truly

important in life.  Then throw in the ubiquitous network of lies regarding history ...
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank goodness not all the young think like that...and there's even hope for those who've swallowed the koolade, when they make

a verbal trip up and say something that's not PC and get landed on by the 'truly virtuous'...it will hurt and and they won't like it.

Fascism, even that applied by a powerful AI usually upsets people very badly in the long run...or with luck and effort in the very

short run! Let us help ourselves...Apparently 'God' gave us free will.
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cralef
Joined On 11/29/2013 12:09:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What they are missing is that when the jab has killed of so many people, those that are left will be the rebels that wouldn't accept the jab

and won't accept the restrictions they try to impose. There will be no-one left to enforce their restrictions or protect the AI. The jab is

already mandatory for the military and many police forces.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you're right. In my mind they created the jab to reduce the population and none of the elites took it. Those of us who are not

elites and refuse the jabs will be exiled. I plan to "disappear" before that happens. It will be dikcult to leave this digital world, but I

will return to "reality" and leave this AI world behind. I will invite those who want to be rebels to join me.
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Joy1
Joined On 1/25/2007 3:05:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good eye opening video with Jabbi however he was very vague as far as what our solutions may be to avoid this dystopian

nightmare.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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I agree he was very vague.
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Ronin_
Joined On 11/29/2022 9:57:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, therein lies another issue, unfortunately the solutions required, few want to actually engage in. They involve sacriEce, and

well, other than in the narrative sense we don't do sacriEce. Besides, the vast majority of people have no clue the depths to which

we're entrenched in it all. At the core of it all would be, among numerous other things, not investing AT ALL in the establishments

Enancial institutions, ANY of them. Also involved, get your kids out of public schools. Neither will happen for reasons that should

be obvious.
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Ronin_
Joined On 11/29/2022 9:57:31 AM
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BTW, if you're truly interested, go over to unz and read Larry Romanoff's (very long) article titled "The Richest Man in the World."

That'll give you a glimpse to the extent that we're entrenched. Best piece I've read on that topic, ever. In fact, if you want to have an

idea of what's going on, read all of his pieces on the topic.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the long run all this will disappear. It is just a matter of time. There will be a mass coronal ejection that will wipe out all electronics

above and on the planet. There was a mild solar storm in early 2022 that knocked down 40 SpaceX satellites. Poor Elon. When the big

one hits they all will be gone as will ground based internet, the electrical grid, EVs and even internal combustion engines at least for a

while. For night entertainment no NetFlix, but there will be spectacular Northern & Southern lights visible as far South as Havana and as

far North as Canberra. The last big one was in 1858. Knocked out telegraphs planet wide. Until then Cheers, The Happy Troll hiding under

the equator with no cell signal.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a different Big One but the theme none the less applies, including an act-of-God event that would eliminate 5G and

unfortunately, as you cite, also the power grid (the Carrington Event). www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi-cure - check out the massive plume of ash over the weekend from a volcano in Indonesia that "woke-up" - no joke, here's a link:

Mount Semeru: Indonesian volcano spews ash 15km into sky - - www.bbc.com/.../world-asia-63862124  - cooling the planet, one

volcano at a time?
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry epicure. I got the year wrong. Over the millenia there have been many such violent solar storms. They effect biology too.

Trees record the biggest events. An article in Nat. Geo. was able to date viking settlement in Vinland through wood at the site that

had been worked. A CME big time would be beneEcial to life. Though it would have short term effects on life, it would knock out

5G-1G and the internet and the grid for long enough to learn how to live without them. Realrose: not all volcanoes produce SO2 in

sukcient quantities to affect climate. The recent Tonga volcano punched a hole in the stratosphere but did not eject enough sulfur

dioxide to cool things. The Tambora eruption cooled the earth enough to create the "Year Without Summer". Kept Mary, Percy, Lord

Byron and friends around the Ere at Lake Geneva long enough for the teenage Mary to write her classic warning to humanity,

"Frankenstein". The banksters and corporations did not get the message.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose and the good news is that since Mauna Loa in Hawaii has been putting on a display I won't be required a covid passport if I

want to witness volcanic activity up close. And I wonder, is that a woke volcano or is it awake? Thanks for the Jane Ruby feed

yesterday.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

axkershaw, didn't know about the "inspiration" for that literary huddle in Switzerland back then. And you're sure about the year ? :-)
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The COVID phenomenon cannot be understood without understanding the un-televised 2019-2020 unprecedented Enancial collapse

threatening the entire global Enancial system. The COVID fraud timing became necessary as the world markets were faced with an

emergency debt crisis that popped up in formerly mostly liquid markets: Repo markets, money markets and FX markets. The entire

House of Cards was falling for six months and could not be stopped so COVID hysteria was manufactured to cover up what amounts

today to $11 trillion of FED bailout in cash, stock boost via POMO and guarantees of value of collateral used in structured derivatives. The

end game is that the central banks (Fed) will buy all the toxic, worthless debt from the hedge funds and banks, including the 1.5 quad

trillion of derivatives, and then transfer the debt to the treasury as sovereign debt.

Then print money to inEnity to service the Ectitious debt to sink the dollar via hyperinYation and then foreclose on the US and everyone

else holding debt in worthless dollars. That’s the coup. There will be global hyperinYation to vaporize the assets of the masses and the

states- as soon as the ruling class mops up the last properties. What this means is the ruling class will have limitless claims on

everything in the world. Simply put, the seasonal coronavirus was rebranded as Covid- 19 on the back of a redeEnition of what a

pandemic’ was by the WHO at the behest of its Enanciers.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This unlocked access to Enancial incentive programs that were large enough to bail out every failing economy. All of it designed to

deliberately break the global economy (and crush competition, especially small businesses) as well as break people's minds, will

and the social fabric, in order to “build back better”, according to the diabolical and dystopian visions of the psychopaths waging

this class war, which is essentially a billionaires utopia, in which they own the planet like a techno-feudal Eefdom, and oversee the

drastically reduced population of digitally branded humanity like cattle in a super-surveilled technocracy.The injections were

designed to be the Trojan horse to get us in the door of that digital concentration camp (as well as the metaphorical gas

chambers), starting with vax-ports, followed by digital IDs, and then connected to CBDC accounts and UBI scrip, which will allow

them to track our every move and purchase, and “nudge” us toward whatever medical, dietary, or lifestyle choices they desire, at

threat of having our rations reduced, or, if we misbehave too badly, being shut out of the system altogether.As the injections have

failed for that purpose (they rolled them out too soon) they will attempt to shift to another methodology for mandatory enrollment

in the digital scrip- most likely based on manufactured climate emergency "requisites" and/or a concocted energy emergency.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Max, speaking of that Enancial collapse, Moderna was months away from bankruptcy. A lot of the medical system was in Enancial

crisis, but Moderna was a 10 year-old startup with ZERO FDA approved therapeutics. Fauci and the plandemic single handily saved

Moderna.
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Battersea
Joined On 11/1/2013 4:20:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people with professional jobs are required to be accessible via iPhone or some kind of smart phone. But in any case, the most

important aspects of the control grid they are putting in place are Digital Currencies and Digital IDs. We must not permit these to be rolled

out universally and they are already being piloted . One might add to this: the massive Election Fraud & Voter Fraud. I do not understand

the electorates and the political systems worldwide well enough to understand HOW the Global Psychopathy keeps getting re-elected in

Canada, New Zealand, France, etc. G_d bless the Italians!! And G_d Bless the Brazilians who are Eghting back so Eercely against their own

stolen elections.

But here in the US it is quite evident that our elections have become profoundly corrupted (and by many of the same players who have

persecuted Dr. Mercola and other alternative / holistic healers and truth-tellers -- e.g. by Big Tech colluding with Big Government, etc.)

While I wholeheartedly support living without an iPhone if one can (I must have one professionally, so I at least do not upgrade my old

iPhone which uses 4G) Digital Currencies and Digital IDs/Passports of any kind are the incremental death knell for individual liberties.
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rosemaryhowell
Joined On 5/4/2021 1:33:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi dianna1189 - I too have an old phone and use wattsapp to talk and send messages. Apart from wattsapp, I’ve never downloaded any

other app and don’t intend to download anything like that. Most of the time, I don’t routinely carry my phone with me. Why should I...what

do I need it for?? Over time I Egure others will see this and follow.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's very naive in thinking that he'll be left alone to organize against the cabal. There's only 1 solution but no one has the balls to do it.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do like 357 and 44 , and 9mm is ok too
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catrodgers
Joined On 11/6/2016 9:39:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I took notes of this interview..............with a pen and paper!!!!!! Thanks for sharing this info.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These transgender, CBDC, facial recognition, camera on every corner, vaccine passports for genetically altered sheeple, control freaks

seem to be so scared of humanity that they are defecating into their metaphorical diapers to want to have this amount of control...what

on earth did their parents and educators do to them to make them need this amount of control???? It has obviously driven them insane.
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I'm more than that. I know I am. At least, I think I must be." ........"There you go man. Keep as cool as you can. Face piles of trials with

smiles. It riles them to believe that you perceive the web they weave. And keep on thinking free..."
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Search Of The Lost Chord. Year: 1967 but it seems like it was longer ago; more like another lifetime. Thank you .
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another interesting point is that a lot of the so called "smart cities" and AI technology are tied into climate change and resource depletion.

That is some of their justiEcation anyway. However, their servers and equipment are VERY energy intensive. (Remember when a google

executive got Ered for disclosing this?). I just don't see how they are reconciling this.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is called the "Internet of Things" (the Erst two letters should be I and D - thus ID(IoT. STAY away! Get a dumb phone. AND if you

have an "Alexa" ??? Give it the 10 pound sledge hammer - like NOW! Don't burn it or throw it in the ocean - that is pollution)  That

"smart phone" is a weapon top be used against YOU! get rid of it ASAP - it will make you an ID(IoT).  God Bless!
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello All, what are your thoughts on vehicles that have the newest technology? SiriusXM? Many vehicles as early as 2014 have some kind

of smart technology associated with them. I have older Honda Civic that is lacking in technology (Thankfully) Along with a Toyota Rav4

that has SiriusXM (I shut it off) But the weather APP installed has HD which means it does get a signal every so often from satellites. I've

been thinking about selling it just because I know I can be tracked when I drive it. Thoughts? I want to do whatever I can to stay away

from the 'eyes' of "Big Brother". At the moment I drive back and forth for work but other than that I don't drive that much. Possibly best

solution is go down to one car and hope for the best. I've always kept two cars but it's not a have to thing.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as you have those smart devices you are always connected..Even if you turn it off, they are still connected.. Like the cell

phones, you have to remove the battery to stop the gestapo from knowing your location..I believe Snowden had some good

suggestions including getting rid of the camera completely..the spies are everywhere, they are watching EVERYTHING we do..Even

on this site and every other natural health site.. Humanity has been asleep for too long, until humanity rise up and say enuff is

enuff, these evil bastards would continue to enslave us..do whatever little we can to awaken the masses, each one help one..
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And pleeeeez keep spending cash...stop using you card whenever you can avoid doing so...if they take away cash they'll have us all

by the short and curlies...Every little thing each of us does, adds on to the bulk of 'anti' activity.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would suggest having a electronics and mechanic person remove the system from your car completely. That may need to put a

dummy unit in that appears to be a computer but functions far more effectively as hardware. Every car on the market does have a

computer to comply with the EPA standard of making fuel consumption more ekcient and less pollution in the atmosphere. Only it

is not working! Anything devised by a government committee likely will not work ekciently. Only ancient cars have a system not

coupled with a computer. The only ekcient system I have ever seen is one using the brick in a toilet system. That is where the

piston is loaded so that it Eres around the edges of the piston to get the same energy effect that the inekcient piston does not

have. Not sure of the engineering data on that.

My cousin-in-law put something like that together in the 1970s. He was driving 30 miles each direction to work. He had 3 small

Lincoln cars. One being overhauled, one for parts and one on the road. He came up with the idea. Another idea was to heat the fuel

so that combustion occurred closer to the higher temperature of the radiator instead of the cold temperature of the outside

environment. That expanded fuel got far greater gasoline mileage than normal. My favorite engine was the slant six of the

seventies and I had a Plymouth Duster back then. If it did have a computer I was unaware of it. It was discontinued. The engine

tended to last a very long time. Car companies steal people blind. They all have a time line in which they fall apart. That is

engineered to steal.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep both cars but never buy newer ones.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to Lexus to buy a new car, after chatting with the sales guy he talked me out of buying it, as you HAVE to have a cell phone

to program the car and it links to a program that will monitor my driving and report where I go.... I decided my 15 year old Lexus is

really wonderful, so I had some body work done. I'm sure all cars are the same.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL those new cars are crap, total crap Very vast majority are GDI engines..The most dumbest engineering ever created..All based

on the Green new deal to "reduce emissions" ,what a joke. You spend so much time trying to keep them from carbon gummed up

so essentially you are dumping more crap in the environment that previous port injection engines did..Keep you old cars for as

long as you can, spend extra money to do so.. I work on my cars so I'm aware of the B.S that's been shoved down on the

consumer.Miss my 2003 Oldsmobile silhouette
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Tionico
Joined On 7/14/2017 6:05:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

most of those units are discrete.. in other words they are devices inside their iwn shall or casing. If you can locate that "box" and

either remove it frm the vehicle or fully enclose it in heavy aluminium foil, it fan then no longer send/receive any signals. Some

such units are now integral to the vehicle as aprt of a system. My favourite cars are the Mercedes diesels from the mid eighti3s

and before. Reliabl to a faultm cmfrtable, fast economical, and NO ELECTRONICS Everything in the car hs hard wired and nothing

relates to anythng outside it. My work rig is a 1998 Ford van.. againmnothing cnnected to anything outside. Totally inert. I do often

carry my phone along, but hardly us it. I've turned off all the apps and things that reach out. I suppose I could take my own advice

and pop it into a Farraday cags when I have it with me. Not too worridabout such things at tis time but I have a pretty low proEle. I

think.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many lament the ineffectiveness of the jabs and the damage they do. Not me. If fact I hope their damage accelerates. Can you imagine

how nicely things would be working for the NWO if the abominations they foist on us actually worked beautifully, and saved us from

COVID? No, the more damage their mechanisms cause, and the more obvious it becomes to those capable of waking up, the better. We

are in the terrible position of wishing for short term death and destruction from the jabs to prevent worse catastrophe later. Which sounds

a lot like the way some of them think, those who aren't psychopathic. So be it, we did not start this.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How true. But it hurts me to see my daughter take the koolaid several times. She lost central vision in one eye (from the Erst shot

from a clot in the retina?). Then after the second shot, she started having heart problems and had to have surgery on her heart.

Then after the third shot she passed out at the wheel, brain fog, hit a tree and almost killed herself (as if the Erst two episodes did

not cause that.) BTW she has an identical twin and nothing like these events have happened to her because her identical twin did

not take any covid shots. So there is that . . .
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joeanddonna
Joined On 9/7/2011 9:14:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uggg..this interview made me shudder and has me just a bit rattled. What technologies can be used in the future by those of us who wish

to stay 100% human is possibly subject to whether or not some of the "tech genuises" will jump ship and come to our side. Just throwing

this out there as I really have no idea. Regardless, when I read/hear what the naysayers think, I can't help but think of the Germans who

looked the other way while millions were tortured and killed by the Natzis.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This reminds me of a summer camping trip with family. (1971) Crossing the Minn/Ontario border at a vehicle checkpoint was odd enough

with all the barage of questions about reason of visit/ got pot?/guns?/amount of alcohol in personal possession etc. But when we Enally

got set up at a popular large Ontario run campground west of Thunder Bay we were astounded by the high number of RCMP royal

Canadian mounted police. (Dudley Do rights) . Having brought no beer along for warm summer days we inquired as to a liquor store close

by. The Dudley replied that the Ontario Provincial Bottle shops are only open Mon-Fri from 8am -430pm.

No beer for us but other campers shared their stash. Monday morning has us heading into the tiny town of Kamastikwia. Where the OPBS

was open for retail. Unlike any in the USA it was set up like a bank. In the center of the room was the order form counter. You eyeballed a

limited menu for beers/wines/distilled liquors, checked a box, Elled in an amount, signed your name at the bottom, walked 20 ft to a

counter where a person on the side Elled your way overpriced request.

(ouch Taxes!) from there you would exit from a door different from the entrance and what looked like cameras above that door on your

way out. So now the Ontario Province Authority has and keeps a written record of your consumption of a controlled beverage the RCMP

has access to. Canada has wanted to control your every move for decades with things exactly like this. Welcome home to China all you

crazy Cannuks! And recall I said this was 1971 and Vietnam was a very sore topic to canadians.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wall: Interesting! I went to Canada in '72. Crossed the border just East of Glacier Nat. Prk. As a driver all I needed was a valid

driver's license. My passenger, my grandma, did not need to show anything. Drove to Calgary and saw little RCMP. Even though my

license showed I was from Berkeley, there were no questions aside from what is your purpose of visit. No drug check, nothing but a

pleasant smile and welcome to Canada. Things were different, obviously depending on province just as things were different in the

US depending on state then as now. I bought beer in a pizza parlor just like in CA. ID only. That beer was a Labatts Blue. A spiritual

revelation. The beer in CA was all pasteurized then and pretty bland. It tasted like I was hearing a Miles Davis riff.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crossed the border going to Toronto in 1975 with a new Camaro. Nothing in the car but a pack of cigarettes. The Canadians tore

the car apart, removing the back seat and did not reinstall it. Returning to the United States "Do you have anything to declare?" Just

a couple cases of Carlsberg beer in the trunk". "Have a nice day, sir".
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wallguy, buying booze has not been like that in Ontario for a long time. Come visit. We have Ontario Provincial Police, mounties are

federal except in a number of provinces where they ARE the provincial police. Here in small town Ontario I haven't seen a mountie

in years.
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Hero4Hire4
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:30:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe both the virus and the vaccines were purposely created bio-weapons meant to sicken, cripple and depopulate the planet.  I tend

to worry that “shedding” is bigger threat. If it is then humanity has effectively been slow killed. There’s no avoiding people that have been

jabbed or in close contact with the jabbed.
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Itsmyright
Joined On 9/4/2017 10:46:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like that project, Neom in Saudi Arabia. Testing it there to see how it works.
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Itsmyright
Joined On 9/4/2017 10:46:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People can take those cameras out.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's called black electrician's tape and you tape over the lenses by cutting small pieces to Et, hardly noticable at all. Keep one

always taped over the camera on the screen side and your phone will not ever see your face. Need to take a picture of a Yower?

Temporarily remove the tape on the back and reapply when Enished. Keep one over your laptop lense at all times.
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My android won't complete a call attempt with the camera covered. I have to uncover it long enough to do its transmission, and

once the call connects, I can cover the camera again. I posted on a previous article about how I haven't been able to End any

mobile phones without cameras. Landlines seem expensive, but I'll keep researching. Right now, I pay a discounted rate through

Cricket. I think the name is not a coincidence (referring to Klaus Schwab declaring we will eat crickets for protein, and various

social media posts exposing ingredients of foods such as Cheetos copies containing cricket Your... 'nother whole subject).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:40:54 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! My Android is 3 years old this month and works Ene with the camera covered. What will they think of next?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 6:44:56 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

RicknRedmond
Joined On 6/30/2009 1:39:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read a long time ago that "Convenience and security will enslave us all." I've watched it happen and here it is.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 12:30:52 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

labrain
Joined On 8/21/2022 2:16:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so impressed with your interview with Stephanie Seneff. She is so knowledgeable. It was exciting to hear how excited she was with

all they were learning about the spike-protein. Of course, I love every thing you do, Dr. Mercola. You are a blessing! LA Brain

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 12:09:00 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep reading people asking "how will people get in touch with me if I ditch my cell phone".... land lines still work, and they work ALL the

time, hard to lose too! People rarely answer their cell phone, same with my land line, just leave a message, it works!!! I've never had a cell

phone, so when I have lunch with you -- I actually listen to you! People always say they are envious, huh? It's easy, and stress free!  And.. I

can access my land line from anywhere, just phone my house.... remember?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 9:03:50 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are you using to phone your house to check messages voip?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 9:52:54 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

diapason
Joined On 7/4/2019 1:26:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lucky you!!! Landlines don't always work. I cancelled mine some years ago because the line was so bad that if anyone called me

on that line I had to call them back from my cell phone. Why is it that Americans so often assume that everyone is in the same

situation that they are. Height of arrogance!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 2:36:31 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Around here the landlines are rapidly becoming useless & obsolete. The techs dispatched are so frustrated with it as they patch

the disintegrating lines together again & again, knowing that the companies they work for already are about ready to abandon them

altogether for digital & wireless.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/6/2022 8:03:42 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

SeeStraight
Joined On 12/14/2018 1:49:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The easiest way to push against this system is to starve AI of data by refusing to use technologies that collect and share your personal

data." This may be the 'easiest way to push against this system', but 'easy' ain't gonna cut it. The ONLY way to permanently disable this

system is to destroy it everywhere you see it. The Tools of Totalitarian Tyranny are all around you, and in your pocket. Without them

(cameras, antennas, microwave towers, etc), the system simply does not work. Your choice is this: remain addicted to the convenience of

your smart phone, including every piece of technology that allows them to work. OR, break your addiction, rejoin natural life, and thrive,

sans Masters and Overlords.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 7:19:49 PM
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First things, Erst. Need before want and primitively. Get rid of any and all superYuous electronic devices and applications inside and

outside your home. Minimalize what it is that you do with your personal eletronic devices. I restrict my cell phone use to telephone

service, texting, and Yash light. I rely on computer generated maps and people (person to person device-free communication, remember

that?) to get around (no GPS). I take photographs with a camera. I am hard wire cabled (no WiFi) and have sealed off the camera and

microphone on my personal computer (no Skype, et.al).

I conEne my time and use on that computer to e-mail, newsletters (Mercola.com, et.al), and real news sites (whatEnger.com,

theepochtimes.com, et.al). It is convenience and fear that has enabled and continues to enable the global cabal and deep state to lock

people up and down. I am nearly 70 years old and am here to tell you that you can better survive and more naturally live without

electronics. Heed the advice of Aman Jabbi and 'ditch the sh*t' that has ruined our minds, bodies, and our personal, familial, and

collective environments. Starve the Beast.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/5/2022 5:18:52 PM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's my follow-up to yesterdays Malone-Breggin controversary: Top agencies are working with(in) the NIH including the Department of

Defense (DoD). In April 2020 the NIH became relabeled as NIH-ACTIV, a vaccine oriented alliance with the usual suspects formerly known

as Bill Gates' Operation Warp Speed. Breggin on Malone: "His private consulting Erm is mainly supported by the DoD". Also, says Breggin,

Malone was funded 9.5-10 billion by the DoD for a 5-year period until 2017. Paraphrasing Breggin, he says Malone has been a member of

a consortium for "over a year" where he spearheaded a study backing the suppression of hydroxychloroquine on hospitalized patients

while promoting Remdesivir "he's part of the cabal to suppress lifesaving treatments".

Breggin on Malone: "He's the most deepest state progressive I've ever had contact with". Desmit, a psychologist, around a decade ago

had knowingly in his care a mass murderer client (eventually imprisoned) whom he did not report because he believed he had cured the

man after 15 counseling sessions. Summarily, both men have dubious backgrounds. Breggin states his intention was and is not to harm

Malone but to stop him from promulgating the Yawed model called mass formation psychosis. Should Malone and the Breggins meet in

court the discovery process will reveal the substance of each side's allegations. If they are both sincere and forthcoming, then a legal

battle could be avoided.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have an iPhone. I use it for communication with friends/family. My company only communicates through text/email so I use it for work. I

view Mercola’s site on my phone. I look up recipes for baking/cooking on it. I view all educational videos on it regularly. I use it to End

locations around town. I use it as a gps. I use it as a calculator. I look up my bank balance. I pay all my bills on it. I schedule on it. I view

my calendar for availability and appointments. I read books on my iPhone. I listen to books/meditations/presentations. I watch movies

for entertainment on it.

I can count my daily steps and monitor my heart rate but don’t. I can take notes by voice dictation or type. I can listen to music. I could

watch the news but don’t. My iPhone takes pictures and videos that I can edit and share publicly or privately and I love taking pictures!

This device provides convenience and simpliEcation of daily activities. It’s affordable when I consider all aspects of usage. You’re not

thinking clearly if you believe people will en masse surrender their cell phones. I know I won’t be giving mine up. Bon Voyage - life is what

you make it
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